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Abstract
Reinforced concrete structural walls are common in mid- to high-rise structures in high seismic
regions, and are expected to have good strength and ductility characteristics if designed in
accordance with ACI 318-14. However, experimental and analytical investigations of reinforced
concrete structural walls and isolated boundary element prisms indicate that the existing design
provisions may be insufficient to provide ductile, flexure-dominated response under cyclic
loading. Walls designed with an ACI compliant boundary element length are susceptible to
shear-compression failures below the maximum ACI allowable shear stress of 10Acv√fc'. Also of
concern is the frequent use of thinner walls in modern design; as the wall’s cross-sectional aspect
ratio increases, such brittle shear-compression failures occur at even smaller shear stress values.
In regards to detailing, special boundary elements with intermediate cross-ties exhibit a minimal
improvement in confinement compared to ordinary boundary elements. This response can be
linked to inadequacies in multiple code design parameters, including: vertical spacing and area of
confinement steel, horizontal spacing and type of restraint to longitudinal bars, and development
length provided for transverse reinforcement. Recent in-field wall failures have prompted
concerns related to the minimum code required vertical and horizontal web shear reinforcement,
as well as the relative amount of vertical-to-horizontal web steel. This paper examines ACI 31814 special boundary element and web reinforcement provisions and provides design
recommendations intended to improve wall performance as compared with current ACI
requirements.

INTROD
DUCTION
Many miid- to high-riise reinforceed concrete buildings
b
in seismic regiions utilize sstructural waalls as
a primary
y lateral-load resisting system.
s
Histo
orically, theese walls havve performedd well in thaat the
damage was
w moderaate (limited to
t cracking and cover sppalling). Hoowever, conssiderable dam
mage
to structu
ural wall buildings has been
b
observ
ved in recentt earthquakees. This has,, to some deegree,
eroded engineers’
e
co
onfidence in
n wall perfo
ormance andd current deesign provisiions. There have
been nottable cases both in New
w Zealand (2010-11) aand in the C
Chile (20100) earthquakkes of
significan
nt damage including web
w
or bou
undary elem
ment crushinng as well as out-of-pplane
buckling, especially in
i flanged walls
w
with thiin webs (Figgure 1).

(a)
(b)
ndary Elemeent and (b) W
Wall Web in Chile 2010 (Moehle 2010)
Figuree 1. Damage to: (1) Boun
Review of
o damage from
fr
these eaarthquakes indicated
i
thaat demand leevels, cross sectional shhapes,
boundary
y element deetailing and other
o
aspectss of design rrequire furthher study (M
Moehle 2010)). The
current research
r
wass undertaken
n to examin
ne these issuues, which iinclude sheaar stress dem
mand,
web reinfforcement, and
a boundary
y element co
onfinement. Specificallyy, these issuees were studiied in
two phasses using diffferent reseaarch approaches. First, aan experimenntal program
m was underttaken
to examiine boundary
y element detailing
d
thro
ough testingg of rectanguular prisms; the experim
ments
studied spacing
s
of th
he transverse reinforcem
ment, restraiint pattern, aand transverrse reinforceement
ratio as well
w as type of
o restraint, in particularr studying crross ties and continuous hoops. Secoond, a
computattional param
metric study
y (using exp
perimentally validated ffinite elemennt analyses)) was
conducteed to study
y the impacct of web reinforcemeent and sheear stress ddemands onn the
deformab
bility of wallls. The resu
ults of both the
t experimeental and coomputationall studies are used
to develo
op new desig
gn recommen
ndations.

IMPACT
T OF BOUN
NDARY EL
LEMENT DETAILING
D
G: EXPERIM
MENTAL
INVEST
TIGATION
The inveestigation off boundary element
e
detaails involve d analysis oof experimental results from
rectangullar concretee prisms in three test programs
p
byy Mander ett al. (1988), Massone et al.
(2014), and
a Welt (2
2015). This database permitted thee study of a wide rangge of valuees for
detailing parameters to determin
ne the impact on normaalized peak confined strress (fcc’/fc’) and
ultimate strain capacity (εcu). Thee research sttudy was connducted withh the aim of developing more
rigorous detailing claassification levels
l
to imp
prove the coonfined respoonse of rectaangular bounndary
elements.
VERTIC
CAL SPACIN
NG OF TRA
ANSVERSE REINFORC
CEMENT
Of all thee parameterss studied, thee vertical spacing of trannsverse reinfforcement w
was determinned to
have the most signifficant effectt on the perrformance off rectangulaar concrete pprisms. Research
(e.g., (Ro
odriguez, Bo
otero, & Villla, 1999)) indicates
i
thaat the transvverse verticaal spacing shhould
not exceeed six timees the long
gitudinal barr diameter (6db) to avvoid prematture bucklinng of
longitudiinal reinforccement. Figu
ure 2 showss the relationnship of thee ratio of veertical spacinng of
transversse reinforcem
ment-to-long
gitudinal baar diameter (s/db) versus the respponse metriccs of
confined stress and strain. Com
mpliant desig
gns near thhe 6db verticcal spacing limit show only
modest im
mprovementts in confineed stress (ap
pproximatelyy 1.25fc’) andd strain (lesss than 1%) vversus
non-com
mpliant desig
gns. These reesponse valu
ues are mucch lower thaan those exppected for a well
confined section (Maander et al., 1988). How
wever, if the spacing is rreduced to 44db, the stress and
strain cap
pacities are greatly increeased. This trend
t
is alsoo noted for teests with spaacings of 2ddb and
3db (Man
nder et al., 1988); tho
ough reducin
ng the requuired spacingg to these levels may limit
constructtability.

(b)
(a)
Figure 2.
2 (a) Stress (f
( cc’/fc’) and (b) Strain (εεcu) Capacityy vs. Verticaal Spacing off Confining Steel
VOLUM
METRIC TRA
ANSVERSE
E REINFORC
CEMENT R
RATIO
The volu
umetric conffinement rein
nforcement ratio
r
(ρt) is difficult to m
modify in issolation suchh that
all other detailing parrameters rem
main constan
nt. In practicce, ρt is typiccally modifieed by varyinng the
a
horizo
ontal spacing of transverse reinforceement. Figu
ure 3 indicattes that stress and
vertical and/or

strain cap
pacities are dependent on
o ρt and speecimens witth designs neear the ACI318-14 threshold
have very
y low valuess of fcc’ and εcu.

(b)
(a)
Figure 3.
3 (a) Stress (f
( cc’/fc’) and (b) Strain (εεcu) Capacityy vs. Volum
metric Transvverse Reinf. R
Ratio
CROSS-TIE DEVEL
LOPMENT LENGTH
L
Reinforcing bars are detailed to ensure
e
the bar can devellop the yieldd strength, att a minimum
m. For
hooked bars
b
(cross-tties fall into this category), the bar length musst be ldh or ggreater; how
wever,
there is no
n explicit requirement
r
that cross-tiies be fully developed. To study thee effect of ccrossties that do not meett the ACI318-14 minim
mum developpment lengtth, the experrimental testt data
were divided into tw
wo categoriess: ld, CT < ldh,, ACI and ld, CCT > ldh, ACI ((open versuss solid markeers in
Figures 2-3, respecttively). The results clearrly show thaat fully deveeloped cross-ties enhancce the
response of rectangu
ular reinforcced concretee prisms. Figgure 4 depiicts (i) the iidealized dem
mand
and (ii) damage
d
to the
t cross-tiees with insufficient deveelopment leength. Figurre 4(b) illusttrates
how hook
ks open afteer cover spalling which results
r
in a ddramatic reduuction in thee confining eeffect
of the cro
oss-ties.

(b) Openning of 90o H
Hooks (Weltt 2015)
(a) Ideealized Respo
onse
Fig
gure 4. Response of Crosssties with In
nadequate D
Developmentt Length (ld, CT < lhd, ACI)

PATTERN OF LONGITUDINAL BAR RESTRAINT
The experimental results of rectangular prism tests by Welt (2015) and Massone et al. (2014)
indicated that restraining each longitudinal bar improved compressive response. Figure 5 shows
the relationship of bar restraint to the response metrics of confined stress and strain. These plots
include only specimens with adequate development and are subdivided into three categories: (i)
all bars restrained and s < 3db, (ii) all bars restrained and s = 4db, and (iii) alternate bars restrained
and s = 4db. All three categories of specimens were able to achieve a strain capacity at or in
excess of 2%, a value much larger than the specimens with inadequate development or widely
spaced cross-ties. Examination of test prisms with s = 4db indicated that specimens with alternate
bar restraint exhibit lower stress and strain capacities than those with each bar restrained. Though
the pattern of bar restraint does impact compressive response, it is less significant than the effects
of boundary element detailing parameters of vertical spacing or development length.
HORIZONTAL SPACING OF TRANSVERSE REINFORCEMENT
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Based on ACI 318-14, horizontal spacing of the confining reinforcement (hx) must be no more
than 14 in. Figure 5 assesses this hx limit using the experimental data by scaling specimen
spacing to a full-scale wall by a multiplier of 12 in. divided by the wall thickness (12-in./b). This
conversion assumes a full-scale wall to be 12 in thick. While none of the specimens were
detailed for the ACI limit of hx =14, specimens with reduced hx values exhibit an improved
confinement capacity. There is an additional horizontal bar spacing limit in ACI318-14 that
specifies the maximum distance between restrained longitudinal horizontal as 2b/3. Examination
of Figure 5 indicates that this horizontal spacing (2b/3 corresponding to hx =8) is adequate as it
results in a peak stress at or in excess of 1.5 times the unconfined stress and a strain capacity of
at least 2.0%.
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Figure 5. Stress (fcc’/fc’) and Strain (εcu) Capacity vs.
Pattern of Bar Restraint and Horizontal Spacing

IMPACT OF SHEAR STRESS AND WEB REINFORCEMENT ON DUCTILITY OF
WALLS: ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION
Review of prior experimental and in-field performance of both planar and non-planar reinforced
concrete wall configurations shows that, rather than the expected flexural mode dominated by
tensile response, there are many occurrences where compression failures are observed in the
boundary element and/or web of walls. In order to more extensively examine the design
parameters that impact the deformability of walls a computational parametric study was
undertaken using the ATENA 3D software developed by Cervenka Consulting
(http://www.cervenka.cz) which is a high-resolution, non-linear finite element analysis tool that
employs three-dimensional elements and is specifically designed for simulating the response of
reinforced concrete structures. The following sections of the paper describe the process
conducted by Whitman (2015) in order to validate the ATENA 3D numerical modelling
approach against existing experimental wall test results, followed by a discussion of the findings
for a selection of design parameters investigated in the study including the impact of shear stress
demand, cross-sectional aspect ratio, boundary element length, and web reinforcement ratios on
wall deformation and ductility.
VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL MODEL
Whitman (2015) utilized eight (8) experimentally-tested slender planar reinforced concrete walls
subjected to a quasi-static cyclic loading in order to calibrate the numerical model in ATENA
3D. Each of the walls exhibited flexural-compression type failures; this was intentional as the
objective of the remainder of the parametric study was to investigate walls with significant
compressive damage. The eight walls represented a range of axial load and cross-sectional aspect
ratios as well as shear stress demands. The calibration process focused on selection of concrete
and steel material constitutive modelling parameters, percentage of longitudinal and confinement
steel represented as smeared versus discrete reinforcing bars, and mesh discretization. The
objective with the calibration was to accurately simulate the measured strength, stiffness, drift
capacity, ductility, and failure mode of the walls.
Subsequent to the calibration, Whitman (2015) was able to successfully simulate a set of
nineteen (19) slender planar wall tests. Table 1 summarizes the statistics for the ratio of
simulated-to- measured values for stiffness, maximum strength and displacement at onset of
strength loss for these simulated wall specimens. Figure 6 shows simulated and measured loaddeformation response for select walls. In all cases, the drift corresponding to loss of lateral load
carrying capacity was correctly simulated.
Table 1. Statistics for Ratio of Simulated to Measured Response Quantities
Median
Coefficient of Variation

Yield Stiffness
0.91
0.29

Max. Strength
0.99
0.05

Displacement
0.98
0.06

Using the validated finite element model, Whitman (2015) conducted a parametric study to
investigate the impact of various design parameters on the response of planar flexure-controlled
walls. Whitman found that for planar walls, drift capacity and failure mode depends on: (i) the

shear dem
mand, (ii) th
he cross-sectiional aspect ratio of the wall (CSAR
R = lw/b, i.e.,, the length oof the
wall, lw, divided by the width of
o the wall, b)
b and (iii) the length oof the bounddary elemennt, lbe,
relative to the neutrall axis depth, c.

Figure 6. Simu
ulated and meeasured resp
ponse historiies for planarr walls (Whiitman 2015)
IMPACT
T OF SHEAR
R STRESS DEMAND
D
AND
A
BOUN
NDARY ELE
EMENT LEN
NGTH
The impaact of shearr stress demaand and CSAR on the m
minimum prrincipal streess distributiion is
illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
r
In both figgures, the sim
mulated streess contours from
ATENA 3D are show
wn for loadss correspond
ding to: (i) nnominal flexxural strengthh (Mbase/Mn = 1),
(ii) a dissplacement demand
d
halffway betweeen nominal fflexural streength and thhe point at w
which
strength loss initiated, and (iii) the point att which laterral strength loss initiateed (designatted as
“Failure”” in the figurres).
The walll specimen
ns in Figurre 7 have nearly idenntical crosss-sectional aspect ratioos of
approxim
mately 20, wh
hich is simillar to that fou
und in modeern constructtion (e.g., a CSAR=20 w
would
be equivaalent to an 18-in thick by
y 30-foot lon
ng wall). Th e wall show
wn in Figure 7a was subjected
to a low shear stress demand of 1.1√f
1
ue to longituudinal bar ruupture
c'Ag (with fc’ in psi)) and fails du
(BR failu
ure) based on
o the failurre classificattion proceduure describedd in Whitman (2015). T
There
does not seem to bee a notable change
c
in th
he minimum
m principal sstress prior tto and at faailure.

High minimum principal stresses are able to be contained within the boundary element, rather
than the boundary element losing compressive strength and these demands transferring to the
wall web. In contrast, the wall shown in Figure 7b was subjected to a relatively high shear stress
demand of 6.4√fc'Ag (with fc’ in psi) and fails due to compression-shear failure at the web (CS
failure). The minimum principal stress contours in Figure 7b are distinct from those in Figure 7a
and show significant variation with increasing drift demand. The higher shear stress demand on
this wall results in more heavily-loaded, diagonal compression struts spanning from the tension
region near the top of the wall to the compressive region at the base of the wall and results in a
region of high compressive demands along the base of the wall. There are high minimum
principal stress values within and outside of the boundary region, which indicates that there is
significant compressive demand on the wall web. A compression-shear failure initiates at the
web-boundary element interface where concrete crushing is observed, this reduction in
compressive capacity is apparent in the stress contours at the base of the wall in the boundary
element as they progress from green in the Mbase/Mn = 1 image to yellow and finally red at
failure.
Halfway Between
Mn and Failure

(a) Specimen R1 (Osterle et al. 1975): CSAR = 18.8, shear = 1.10fc’Acv with fc’ in psi

Halfway Between
Mn and Failure

(b) Specimen S6 (Vallenas et al. 1979): CSAR = 21.1, shear = 6.42fc’Acv with fc’ in psi
Figure 7. Minimum principal stress contours for RC wall specimens with approximately the
same CSAR and different shear stress demands

Figure 8 shows the impact of cross-sectional aspect ratio. The two simulated walls have
approximately the same shear stress demand (~6fc’) but different cross-sectional aspect ratios;
the wall in Figure 8a has CSAR = 8, while the wall in Figure 8b has CSAR = 21. For the low
CSAR wall, high stresses are predominately contained within the boundary element and concrete
degradation also occurs exclusively in this confined region; the high CSAR wall has high
stresses extending outside of the boundary element into the unconfined wall web and exhibits
concrete crushing which initiates at the web-boundary element interface. This results suggest that
walls subject to relatively high shear stress demands fail in a more brittle manner if the
corresponding CSAR ratio is high and the boundary element is not able to sustain the high
compressive demands such that the wall web is also heavily stressed.
Halfway Between
Mn and Failure

(a) Specimen RW-A20-P10-S63 (Tran 2012): CSAR = 8.0, shear = 6.10fc’Acv with fc’ in psi
Halfway Between
Mn and Failure

(b) Specimen S6 (Vallenas et al. 1979): CSAR = 21.1, shear = 6.42fc’Acv with fc’ in psi
Figure 8. Minimum principal stress contours for RC wall specimens with approximately the
same shear stress and different CSARs

For wallls with suffiicient shear strength in order to acchieve flexuural-dominatted responsee, the
failure mode
m
can be classified as: (i) bar rup
pture (BR) aas shown inn Figure 7a, (ii) compreessive
failure in
n the bound
dary elementt (CB) as sh
hown in Figgure 8a, or (3) compreessive-shear (CS)
failure in
n the web ad
djacent to thee boundary element
e
as a result of thhe shear stressses, as show
wn in
Figure 7b
7 and Figurre 8b. Figure 9 includes fragility currves that desscribe the drrift corresponnding
to probab
bility of walll failure for each of the three failurre modes. It is clear thatt walls with a CS
failure mode
m
have mu
uch lower drrift capacitiees than wallss that fail in B
BR or CB m
modes.

Figure 9. Frag
gility Curvess for Differennt Wall Failure Modes
The dataa that has been presented
d for the parrametric thuus far show tthat the CS failure modee is a
result of the high miinimum prin
ncipal stresses outside oof the bounddary elementt. To explorre the
o the boundary elemen
nt length on
n the failurre mode andd drift capaacity of walls, a
impact of
parametrric study waas undertakeen. Three reeference moodels with ddifferent coonfined bounndary
element length-to-wa
l
all-length (lBE
d
thhese referennce models innvestigated walls
B /lw) were developed;
with lBE in excess off the ACI minimum
m
con
nfined bounddary elemennt length of cc/2 and c - 00.1lw.
gth of the bou
undary elem
ment and sheear stress dem
mand were tthen varied ffor the remaaining
The leng
models. In
I all, thirty (30) additional wall sim
mulations werre developedd in ATENA
A 3D.
Figure 10
1 summarizzes the resullts of the paarametric stuudy related to boundaryy element leength.
Figure 10a plots the failure mod
de as a functiion of shear stress demaand and norm
malized bounndary
element length
l
(lBE/cc) where CSAR=20 (com
mpression-shhear failuress are of conssiderable conncern
for walls with higherr CSAR ratio
os). For wallls with a connfined bounddary element length (lBEE) less
ngth, c, and moderate tto high levells of shear sstress
than the neutral axiss depth at nominal stren
demand (4-8√fc’ psii), failure resulted from
m crushing of the webb and bounddary elemennt, as
indicated
d by the red markers associated with
w
CS faailure. Howeever, walls where the full
compresssion depth (cc) was confin
ned sustaineed a CB or B
BR failure CS
S which resuults in largerr drift
capacities, as indicateed by Figure 10b.
Figure 10b
1 plots the drift capaacity for seleected simulaated (circulaar marker) aand experim
mental
(diamond
d marker) walls.
w
The ressults show that (1) the ttested walls have large cconfined lenngths,
in excesss of 0.8lBE, and
a (2) increasing the confined lengtth increases tthe drift cappacity for waalls of

a given length
l
(note that each co
olor represen
nts a single w
wall length with the connfined lengthh and
shear streess varied).

(a)
(bb)
Figure 10. Impactt of (a) Boun
ndary Elemeent Length onn Failure Moode and (b) Drift Capaciity
An expaanded investtigation into
o the impacct of bounddary elemennt length waas undertakeen in
Behrouzii (2016) with
h a CSAR≈2
20. Figure 11
1 is a bar cchart indicatting the perccent differennce in
drift and
d displacemeent ductility that results from increaasing the booundary elem
ment length from
ACI com
mpliant to the full neutraal axis depth
h, c. These rresults are ccategorized bbased on speecific
shear strress demand
d level of 4.5,
4 6.0, and
d 9.0√fc'Acvv. This figurre indicates that “extennded”
boundary
y element walls
w
generallly have a beetter responsse for deform
mation and ductility streength
metrics than walls with
w an ACI compliant
c
bo
oundary elem
ment lengthh. Increasing the length oof the
boundary
y element to
o the full neutral
n
axis appears to have modesst benefits iin terms off drift
capacity at an averag
ge of 8% imp
provement. For the defoormation andd ductility m
metrics, it apppears
that wallls subject to
o high shearr stress demaands, particuularly 9.0√ffc'Acv, are leess predictabble in
their resp
ponse possib
bly due to thee brittle natu
ure of these w
walls.

Figure 11. Impact of Confined
d Length of D
Drift Capacitty and Ductiility
IMPACT
T OF WEB REINFORCE
R
EMENT
The minimum web reinforcemeent ratios in
n RC walls pprecedes thee advent off modern seismic
design. At
A present, the minimu
um distributted web (orr shear) reinnforcement ratio for sppecial

structural walls in both the vertical and horizontal directions is 0.0025, and has been since the
introduction of seismic design provisions for walls in ACI318-71. Unassociated with specific
seismic design provisions, the 0.0025 value first appeared in the 1910 NACU Standard as the
minimum total reinforcement ratio required for a wall. The only notable exceptions that occur
between 1910 and 1971 for the total reinforcement ratio are in 1920 (where no explicit minimum
reinforcement ratio was provided for walls), as well as 1956 and 1963 (where vertical
reinforcement ratio minimum was reduced to 0.0015, though the horizontal ratio remained
0.0025). This historic timeline shows that the minimum web reinforcement ratio values used
today are rooted in pre-seismic requirements from over a hundred years ago.
The shear design requirements have also evolved very little over time since the formal inclusion
of seismic provisions in ACI 318-71. Originally shear capacity was calculated φVn = φ(Vc + Vs)
where Vc = 2(√fc'bd) and Vs = (Av,hfyd/s2. This changed in ACI 318-83 when the code became
more consistent with the current approach of calculating Vn = Acv(αc√fc' + ρv,hfy), where, hw/lw ≥
1.5  αc = 3.0, hw/lw ≥ 2.0  αc = 2.0, and varied linearly in between these values. The
maximum shear limit on an individual wall has been Vn ≤ 10√fc'Acv since ACI 318-71. Note that
there were some changes in language or variable designations in these expressions, but the intent
of these code provisions have not changed for the last 30-40 years.
The impact of increasing the web reinforcement beyond the ACI minimum (beyond what is
required to resist shear) has not been studied. In addition, significant earthquake damage is
sustained by lightly reinforced concrete walls, leading to early web reinforcement fracture.
However, there are limited existing experimental test data related to the response of slender walls
with varying vertical and/or horizontal web reinforcement ratios. A parametric study was
conducted using the modeling approach described above to study the impact of shear stress
demand coupled with web reinforcement on the ductility of planar walls.
The slender concrete walls in the parametric study were designed to explore the impact of
varying levels of vertical and horizontal web reinforcement for different shear stress demand
levels (4.5, 6.0, and 9.0√fc'Acv with ݂ ᇱ  in psi). The primary interest in the study is evaluating the
potential deformation and ductility gains for walls with moderate-to-high shear stress demands
when designed in excess of the minimum web reinforcement ratios: (i) ≥ 0.0025 for both vertical
and horizontal steel, and (ii) Vu/Vn ≤ 0.75 for horizontal steel. The resulting vertical and
horizontal reinforcement ratios in the parametric wall study range from 0.25% to approximately
1.0%; the upper bound was set so that designs did not significantly exceed the 0.25% minimum.
Each of the walls in the study were designed for two different boundary element length
scenarios: the ACI 318-14 compliant length and a length approximately equal to the neutral axis
depth, as was used by Whitman (2015) in the study described above. In all, 45 walls were
designed. The resulting distribution of shear stress demands, shear demand-capacity ratios
(Vu/Vn) and horizontal reinforcement ratio in the web (ρweb,h) as shown in Figure 12. All of these
models had a boundary element length equal to the ACI 318-14 required length, the greater of
(c/2, c-0.1lw). In addition, the confined length was increased to c for each of the models, as
indicated in Figure 13. In all of the remaining figures, models with ACI-compliant boundary
element lengths, lBE, will be indicated by a hollow marker and models with increased lBE values
will be indicated with filled markers. Although other parameters were varied, these two

parameteers had the laargest influen
nce on drift capacity andd ductility. A
Additional innformation oon the
study can
n be found in
n Behrouzi (2016).
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Shear strress demand
d, Vu/√fc'Acvv, is the mosst influentiall parameter that was innvestigated iin the
parametrric study. Figure 14 ind
dicates that there
t
is a strrong negativve correlatioon between shear
stress and deformatio
on/ductility. Walls with
h high shear stress demaand 9.0√fc'A
Acv, exhibit a very
narrow band
b
of respo
onse as indicated by nottably smalleer standard ddeviation vallues comparred to
other wallls.
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The data in Figure 15 indicates that for ACI compliant walls there is a strong negative
correlation between shear demand-to-capacity, Vu/Vn, and deformation/ductility. This negative
correlation is not as pronounced for “extended” boundary element walls. These findings suggest
that using a smaller Vu/Vn value (or, a more conservative shear design) has benefits in terms of
deformation/ductility for walls.

Figure 15. Impact of Shear Demand-Capacity Ratio on Drift Capacity
and Displacement Ductility

DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the research, the following design recommendations are made:
1. The boundary element confinement pattern, horizontal spacing and restraint pattern
should follow the provisions for high-axial-stress columns, specifically ACI 318-14
Section 18.7.5.2, which requires every bar to be restrained, and a limit on hx of 8 in. It is
of note that even at Mn, the axial stress in the boundary element will exceed 0.3fc’ which
is the axial stress limit which triggers ACI 318-14.
2. The confined length should be increased with an increase in the shear stress demand as
follows: lbe = c(Vu/(8(√f’cAg))) where c is the largest neutral axis depth calculated for the
factored axial force and nominal moment strength consistent with δu and 4 ≥ Vu/(√f’cAg)
≤ 8 which limits the boundary element length to values between 0.5c and c.
3. For walls expected to achieve high ductility capacities, Vu/Vn should be limited to 0.5
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The research studies described herein were undertaken to study and modify current design
recommendations to improve the seismic performance of special RC walls; seismic performance
is defined by both the damage sustained by the wall and its displacement ductility capacity. The
studies used advanced experimental and analytical research approaches to investigate the
parameters that were deemed to be most influential, specifically boundary element detailing,
shear stress demand and web reinforcement. The results were compelling indicators that
improving the boundary element detailing, by means of reduced spacing and restraint of every
longitudinal bar and web reinforcement, improves the seismic performance by reducing
undesired damage and increasing the wall deformability.
In addition, the analytical work revealed that the demands in the compressive region are a
function of both the normal stresses, resulting from bending, and the shear stresses. The
combination of the two stress states results in larger minimum principal stresses; these stresses
are beyond that computed from a linear-strain analysis. As such, compressive damage can be
sustained by the web in the case of larger shear stress demands. To mitigate this, a new
expression for the confined length was developed; this length is a function of the normalized
shear stress demand and is being considered for adoption by ACI 318H, the subcommittee on
seismic design.
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